A microdosimetric-kinetic theory of the dependence of the RBE for cell death on LET.
Experiments with cultured mammalian cells exposed to ionizing radiation of varying LET are examined in the context of a microdosimetric-kinetic (MK) model of radiation induced mammalian. cell killing similar to the site model of the theory of dual radiation action. The experimentally measured RBE, in the limit of zero dose, increases linearly with LET for LET less than a value that lies in the range of about 40-90 keV per micron. It is shown that the tendency of the RBE to increase linearly with LET can be explained as a result of the random variation of specific energy among microscopic sized domains (sites), into which the nucleus may be partitioned, and the effect of this variation on the formation of lethal lesions by pairwise combination of repairable primary lesions in DNA. the microscopic subunits corresponding to a site have diameter in the range of 0.56-0.75 microns. The linearity of RBE with increasing LET implies that value of the quadratic parameter of the linear-quadratic survival relation (beta) is constant, at least for LET low enough to be in the linear range, and this in turn implies the production of primary DNA lesion, likely double strand breaks, does not increase with LET. the experiments, interpreted with MK model, also imply that the repairability and potential for lethality of the primary DNA lesion does not change with variation of LET within the linear range. The failure of RBE to maintain its linear increase for higher values of LET, and the resulting RBE maximum at about 100 keV per micron, are likely primarily due to the departure of the distribution of lethal lesions among cells from the Poisson distribution. Some implications concerning the use of radiation to treat cancer are noted.